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Abstrat We present a omparison of Class ii CH3OH (6.7 GHz) and H2O (22.2 GHz) masers at high spatial
resolution in a sample of 29 massive star-forming regions. Absolute positions of both maser types are ompared
with mm dust ontinuum, m ontinuum and mid-infrared soures. All maser features  regardless of the speies 
are assoiated with massive mm ores, but only 3 out of 18 CH3OH masers and 6 out of 22 H2O masers are
assoiated with m emission likely indiating the presene of a reently ignited massive star. These observations of a
homogenous sample of massive, young star-forming regions onrm earlier results, obtained for eah maser speies
separately, that both maser types are signposts of high-mass star formation in very early evolutionary stages. The
data are onsistent with models that explain CH3OHmaser emission by radiative pumping in moderately hot ores,
requiring the absene, or only weak, free-free m ontinuum radiation due to reently ignited stars. Mid-infrared
soures are assoiated with both maser types in approximately 60% of the observed elds. Thus, mid-infrared
objets may power maser sites, but the detetion of strong mid-infrared emission is not stritly neessary beause
it might be heavily extinted. A omparison of the spatial separations between the dierent observed quantities
and other properties of the star-forming regions does not reveal any orrelation. Our data suggest that CH3OH
and H2O masers need a similar environment (dense and warm moleular gas), but that, due to the dierent
exitation proesses (radiative pumping for CH3OH and ollisional pumping for H2O), no spatial orrelations
exist. Spatial assoiations are probably oinidenes due to insuient angular resolution and projetion eets.
The kinemati strutures we nd in the dierent maser speies show no reognizable pattern, and we annot draw
rm onlusions whether the features are produed in disks, outows or expanding shok waves.
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1. Introdution
Over the last deade, it has beome lear that Class ii
CH3OH and H2O maser emission is losely assoiated
with the earliest stages of massive star formation. Muh
researh has been foused on both maser speies, but
most high-resolution studies have onentrated on only
one type. Little is known about the assoiations and on-
netions of the CH3OH and the H2O maser emission.
Motivated by this lak of information, we onduted high-
resolution observations of both maser types in a large sam-
ple of high-mass protostellar objets (HMPOs) and disuss
them in the ontext of dierent other probes of massive
star formation.
So far, high-resolution investigations, foused either on
H2O or on CH3OHmaser emission, indiate independently
that both maser types are found in outows as well as
in irumstellar disks. Examples of these studies on the
H2O side are, e.g., Torrelles et al. (1997, 1998), Codella &
Send oprint requests to: H. Beuther,
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Felli (1995), and Codella et al. (1996, 1997), whereas re-
ent studies of CH3OH masers inlude Walsh et al. (1997,
1998), Phillips et al. (1998), Minier et al. (2000a, 2001),
and Codella & Mosadelli (2000). Reviews on this sub-
jet are found in Menten (1996), Garay & Lizano (1999),
Norris (2000), and Kylas & Pavlakis (1999).
Another nding is that both maser types are oasion-
ally spatially oinident with ultraompat Hii regions,
but more often with hot moleular ores and/or massive
moleular outows (Hofner & Churhwell, 1996; Codella
et al., 1996, 1997; Walsh et al., 1998; Garay & Lizano,
1999; Minier et al., 2001). Reent studies by Walsh et
al. (2001) indiate that CH3OH masers often are asso-
iated with mid-infrared soures that should be luminous
enough to produe strong ionizing radiation. In spite of
that, a number of those maser sites is undeteted in the
radio ontinuum, and Walsh et al. (2001) onlude that
these might be in an evolutionary stage prior to forming
an ultraompat Hii region.
For soures in whih both maser speies are observed
(mostly single-dish data with low spatial resolution), the
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veloity spread is far higher in the ase of H2O maser
emission than known for CH3OH masers. For example,
Sridharan et al. (2002) found in a sample of high-mass
protostellar andidates that the CH3OH emission is on-
ned always to a total radial veloity extent of at most 15
km/s, whereas the H2O maser emission is found extend-
ing up to 70 km/s. In spite of the similarities outlined
above, these dierent spetral features show that the two
maser types are subjet to dierent exitation onditions
and likely our in separate spatial regions around the
evolving massive protostars.
The urrent status of CH3OH maser exitation stud-
ies favors a senario in whih the CH3OH maser emis-
sion is produed by radiative pumping in small, moder-
ately hot regions (∼ 150K) with CH3OH olumn densities
> 1015 m−2 and hydrogen number densities < 108 m−3
(Hartquist et al., 1995; Sobolev et al., 1997; Cragg et al.,
2001). While it was suggested that CH3OH maser ould be
produed in disks (e.g., Norris et al. 1998), this is not un-
ambiguously onrmed, and other senarios like expand-
ing shok waves or outows have been proposed as well
(e.g., Walsh et al. 1998, Minier et al. 2000b). It is quite
possible that the same maser speies in dierent soures
have dierent origins.
In ontrast, most H2O maser models explain the ex-
itation by ollisional pumping with H2 moleules within
shoks assoiated with outows and/or aretion (Elitzur
et al., 1989; Garay & Lizano, 1999). For example, the
model by Elitzur et al. (1989) requires dissoiative shoks
in dense gas (preshok densities around 107 m−3) with
temperatures up to ∼ 400 K. In many soures, it is be-
lieved that the H2O masers form within outows, but
there are also examples laiming that the H2O masers are
produed in disks (Garay & Lizano, 1999).
The high-resolution study of H2O and CH3OH maser
emission in 29 high-mass star-forming regions presented
here intends to ompare the harateristis of these im-
portant signposts of massive star formation. The study is
part of a long term projet studying very early evolution-
ary stages of massive star formation, prior to, or during
the formation of an ultraompat Hii region. The entire
sample of 69 soures presented rst by Sridharan et al.
(2002) is distributed mainly between 1 kp and 10 kp
distane from the sun. For many soures, only kinemati
distanes are known, and the data suer from the distane
ambiguity of this approah (Sridharan et al., 2002). The
bolometri luminosities of the soures range roughly be-
tween 103.5 L⊙ and 10
5.6
L⊙, and the ore masses vary be-
tween a few 100 M⊙ and a few 10
4
M⊙. Detailed analyzes
of dierent sample properties (luminosities, density distri-
butions, outows) are presented in Sridharan et al. (2002)
and Beuther et al. (2002a,b). In spite of the non-detetion
in Galaxy-wide single-dish m surveys, more sensitive in-
terferometri studies revealed that in some of the soures
m emission ours, whereas in others we do not nd any
free-free emission down to 1 mJy. This makes the sample
ideally suited for the study of assoiations of masers with
dierent kinds of soures and evolutionary stages. The ba-
si soure properties of the sub-sample analyzed in this
paper are summarized in Table 1. We ompare the maser
emission mainly with mm dust emission traing the mas-
sive ore (Beuther et al., 2002a), m wavelength emission
believed to be due to free-free emission in those soures
where it had been deteted (Sridharan et al., 2002), and
mid-infrared emission likely due to warm dust around em-
bedded objets.
2. Observations
2.1. Single-dish H2O and CH3OH maser data
An H2O (22.2 GHz) and Class ii CH3OH Class (6.7 GHz)
maser survey of the the whole sample of 69 high-mass pro-
tostellar objets, as introdued by Sridharan et al. (2002),
was onduted with the Eelsberg 100 m telesope in two
runs in 1998. Altogether, 29 H2O and 26 CH3OH masers
were found. The observations are desribed and statisti-
ally analyzed in Sridharan et al. (2002). Follow-up obser-
vations of the maser detetions were onduted with high
spatial resolution with the VLA and the ATCA.
2.2. H2O maser observations with the VLA
High-resolution images of the 22.2 GHz H2O maser line
were obtained with the Very Large Array (VLA) in the
B onguration with a spetral resolution of 0.65 km/s,
a synthesized HPBW of ≈ 0.4′′, and a primary beam
FWHM of ≈ 2′. The snapshot mode was used with 3 × 5
minutes integrations spread over the transit of eah soure.
We redued the data with the AIPS software pakage us-
ing standard proedures. The typial 1σ sensitivity is 1 Jy.
For 22 out of 26 observed soures, the signal-to-noise
ratio and the UV overage were suiently good to derive
absolute positions to an auray better than 1′′. The a-
uray of relative positions of dierent maser features is
around 0.1′′.
2.3. CH3OH maser observations with the ATCA
To get high-resolution images of the Class ii 6.7 GHz
maser line of CH3OH, we employed the Australian
Telesope Compat Array (ATCA) whih is part of the
Australia Telesope National Faility. From the 26 soures
initially found to be assoiated with CH3OH maser emis-
sion, 21 are south of delination 20
◦
whih is neessary to
be observable with the ATCA. Six of the 21 soures had
already been observed with the ATCA by Walsh et al.
(1998). Thus, we observed the remaining 15 objets in the
snapshot mode with a series of 6 short integration uts of
5 minutes for eah soure. Phase alibrators were observed
every 20 minutes. The eld of view of the ATCA at this
frequeny is ∼ (8′)2, and the eetive HPBW of the syn-
thesized beam is ∼ 1.9′′. Observations near the equator
result in elongated, elliptial beams beause of the east
west elongation of the array. The spetral resolution was
∼ 0.2 km/s, and the 1σ sensitivity was typially 0.5 Jy.
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In 10 out of the 15 soures the data are suiently
good to derive positions. The data redution was per-
formed with the MIRIAD software pakage using stan-
dard proedures. Absolute positions are estimated to be
aurate to 1
′′
whereas the relative positions should be
aurate to ∼ 0.1′′. In 4 soures the signal was too weak
to be deteted, whereas in 1 soure the signal was strong
enough, but so lose to the equator that no positions ould
be derived.
2.4. Other observations
Dust emission at mm wavelengths
The 29 soures presented in this paper were observed
as part of the large sample of 69 high-mass protostellar
objets introdued by Sridharan et al. (2002) with the
MAMBO array in the 1.2 mm ontinuum. A detailed de-
sription of the data redution and analysis an be found
in Beuther et al. (2002b). For a few soures even higher
resolution mm data were obtained with the Plateau de
Bure Interferometer and the BIMA array at 2.6 mm.
Plateau de Bure data are used here for 05358+3543 and
19217+1651, whereas the BIMA data were used in the
ases of 18089 − 1733, 18264 − 1152, 18566+0408 and
23033+5951. Details of the Plateau de Bure observations
are presented in Beuther et al. (2002) and Beuther et al.
(in prep.), and the BIMA observations will be published
by Wyrowski et al. (in prep.).
The pointing auray of the MAMBO array is
estimated to be around 5′′ and the BIMA and Plateau de
Bure data should be aurate to approximately 1′′.
Continuum emission at m wavelengths, likely produed by
free-free emission
To know whether faint m emission is present in some
of the soures, we obtained 3.6 m ontinuum images
with the VLA down to a 1σ sensitivity of 0.1 mJy with a
spatial resolution of 0.7′′. For more details see Sridharan
et al. (2002). The positions of these data are orret to
within 1′′.
Mid-infrared data
The Midourse Spae Experiment (MSX) point soure
atalog was searhed for mid-infrared soures in the re-
spetive elds of view. For details on MSX see, e.g., Egan
et al. (1998) and the MSX Web site
1
. In most elds, mid-
infrared soures were found (Sridharan et al., 2002). For
the few soures, for whih the point soure atalog had
no entries, we examined the most sensitive MSX images
at 8 µm and extrated soure positions. The spatial res-
olution of MSX is approximately 18′′, and the sensitiv-
ity varies between the dierent bands between 0.1 and
30 Jy/beam. Egan et al. (1998) quote the positions to be
aurate within 4′′ − 5′′. For 05358+3543, we use a mid-
infrared soure position observed by MCaughrean et al.
(in prep.) with the Kek observatory at 11.7 µm.
1
http://www.ipa.alteh.edu/ipa/msx/msx.html
Figure 1. ontinued
3. Results
3.1. The database
Figure 1 presents maps of the 29 maser soures observed
with high spatial resolution. For 6 soures the CH3OH
data are taken from Walsh et al. (1998), for 19410+2336
the CH3OH maser positions are presented by Minier
et al. (2000a), and for 05358+3543 no high-resolution
CH3OH maser position is known (single dish detetion
by, e.g., Sridharan et al. 2002 and Menten 1991). Of the 6
soures in our sample north of 20
◦
delination, Eelsberg
100 m data show that three (19410+2336, 20126+4104
& 23139+5939) ontain CH3OH masers (Table 1), but
beause the ATCA is only apable of observing soures
below 20
◦
delination, we have aurate CH3OH maser
positions only for 19410+2336 and 20126+4104, both of
whih were observed with the European VLBI network
(EVN) by Minier et al. (2000a, 2001). Table 2 lists the
positions of the maser features.
As we want to understand what kind of soure is pow-
ering the masers, Fig 1 also shows other features hara-
terizing the massive star-forming regions:
(1) mm dust ontinuum data, traing the massive mole-
ular ores in whih the stars form,
(2) mid-infrared data, indiating warm dust around an
embedded protostar,
(3) and m ontinuum emission, probably due to optially
thin free-free emission signposting reently ignited mas-
sive stars belonging to the same luster. But as we do not
have spetral index information in the m regime, it is
also possible that some of the m features are still opti-
ally thik or ould be due to jets (see also Sridharan et
al. 2002).
Table 1 presents more harateristi soure properties,
suh as the total luminosities, distanes and ore masses
(Sridharan et al., 2002; Beuther et al., 2002a).
It is of major interest to see how the dierent
maser types are assoiated with other observable features.
Beause of the positional auray of the maser and m
observations of ≈ 1′′, we annot reliably separate features
whih are loser than 1.5′′ to eah other. On linear sales
at the given distanes of a few kp, this is still a large
separation (e.g., at 4 kp distane, 1.5′′ orrespond to
≈ 6000 AU ≈ 0.03 p), and we annot be ertain whether
soures within 1.5′′ of eah other are assoiated or not. It
has also to be taken into aount that those separations
are projetions on the plane of the sky, and there are prob-
ably spatial osets along the line of sight as well. If more
than one maser feature is deteted we derived the separa-
tions using the nearest positions (exept of the H2O maser
spots in 19217+1651 beause learly two dierent groups
exist). Lada (1999) report a mean separation between stel-
lar objets in lusters around 0.1 p, and MCaughrean
& Stauer (1994) nd mean separations in the enter of
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Figure 1. CH3OH (squares) and H2O (triangles) maser positions are presented. The grey-sales with ontours show
the mm ontinuum images (thermal dust emission), the blak (on white) ontours present the m observations traing
the free-free emission and the stars mark the mid-infrared point soure positions. The axes show osets in arseonds
from the IRAS position with varying sales for the dierent soures.
Figure 1. ontinued
soure dfar dnear Lfar Lnear Mfar Mnear NH2 m CH3OH H2O
[kp℄ [kp℄ [L⊙℄ [L⊙℄ [M⊙℄ [M⊙℄ [10
23
m
−2
℄ [mJy℄ [Jy℄ [Jy℄
05358+3543 1.8  3.8  610  5.8 < 1 162 45
18089−1732 13.0 3.6 5.6 4.5 31900 2400 17 0.9 54 75
18090−1832 10.0 6.6 4.5 4.1 4600 2000 2.4 ? 82 
18102−1800 14.0 2.6 5.3 3.8 24000 800 2.9 44 9 
18151−1208 3.0  4.3  1100  4.4 < 1 50 0.8
18182−1433 11.8 4.5 5.1 4.3 20700 3000 9.4 < 1 24 18
18264−1152 12.5 3.5 5.1 4.0 55300 4300 16 < 1 4 50
18290−0924 10.5 5.3 5.0 4.4 6500 1600 3.3 7.0 15 4
18306−0835 10.7 4.9 4.8 4.1 16400 3400 6.9 82  0.7
18308−0841 10.7 4.9 4.9 4.2 12800 2700 4.6 < 1  1.5
18310−0825 10.4 5.2 4.8 4.2 15300 3800 1.8 7.0  
18345−0641 9.5  4.6  6900  2.4 27 5 3
18372−0541 13.4 1.8 5.3 3.5 10200 200 2.6 80 9 1.5
18385−0512 13.1 2.0 5.3 3.7 13400 300 4.5 29  200
18440−0148 8.3  4.7  1700  0.4 < 1 4 ?
18488+0000 8.9 5.4 4.9 4.5 6100 2200 2.9 194 17 1
18521+0134 9.0 5.0 4.6 4.1 3000 900 2.0 < 1 1 
18553+0414 12.9 0.6 5.1 2.4 15800 35 3.6 < 1  50
18566+0408 6.7  4.8  2100  2.9 < 1 7 3
19012+0536 8.6 4.6 4.7 4.2 3900 1100 2.9 < 1 1 2
19035+0641 2.2  3.9  390  1.9 4.0 14 9
19217+1651 10.5  4.9  9500  5.3 32 1 9
19282+1814 8.2 1.9 4.9 3.6 2700 150 2.4 < 1 3 
19410+2336 6.4 2.1 5.0 4.0 7800 800 5.7 1 30 110
20126+4104 1.7  3.9  500  5.2 < 1 36 15
20293+3952 2.0 1.3 3.8 3.4 500 200 1.9 7.6  100
23033+5951 3.5  4.0  2300  3.7 1.7  4
23139+5939 4.8  4.4  1800  4.0 1.4 3 400
23151+5912 5.7  5.0  1200  1.8 < 1  60
Table 1. Charateristi parameters of the maser assoiated massive star-forming regions. The distanes, luminosities,
3.6 m uxes and single-dish maser uxes are taken from Sridharan et al. (2002), the ore masses and peak olumn
densities of the main mm ore are derived from 1.2 mm dust ontinuum data (Beuther et al., 2002a). If no near-values
are given, the distane ambiguity is solved (Sridharan et al., 2002).
the Orion Nebula Cluster of ∼ 0.03 p. The senario of
merging intermediate-mass protostars within the inner-
most enter of star-forming ores requires even higher
protostellar densities between 106 p−3 and 108 p−3,
orresponding to mean separations between 0.01 p and
0.002 p (Bonnell et al., 1998; Stahler et al., 2000). Taking
all this dierent estimates into aount, it is possible that
a signiant fration of features, whih seem to be asso-
iated within our observational auray, are powered by
the same underlying soure, but we annot be ertain,
and it is possible that multiple features are powered by
separate multiple soures. Within these powering soures,
dierent maser origins are possible, e.g., outows, disks
or expanding shok waves (e.g., Garay & Lizano 1999).
Furthermore, separate omponents of a binary or multi-
ple system might aount for the maser emission, beause
multiple system are more ommon in high-mass than in
low-mass star-forming regions (Preibish et al., 1999). Due
to the lower spatial resolution and lower positional au-
ray, mm and mid-infrared soures annot be separated
from the maser features when they are loated within 5′′.
As the sample is distributed throughout the whole
Galati disk with largely dierent distanes, we alulate
linear separations between the masers and the other ob-
servable quantities (mm, m and mid-infrared emission).
For soures, where the separation is below the pointing
auray of the observations, the derived values have to
be taken autiously beause the errors are larger. As we
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soure CH3OH vLSR H2O vLSR
[J2000.0℄ [km/s℄ [J2000.0℄ [km/s℄
05358+3543 Menten (1991), 05:39:13.0 35:45:48.7 −17
single-dish obs.
18089−1732 18:11:51.4 −17:31:30.2
1
39 18:11:51.5 −17:31:28.8 32
18090−1832 18:12:01.9 −18:31:55.0
1
108
18102−1800 18:13:11.3 −17:59:57.8 25
18:13:11.3 −17:59:58.0 24/23
18151−1208 18:17:58.1 −12:07:25.4 28 18:17:50.3 −12:07:52.9 22/25/32
18182−1433 18:21:09.2 −14:31:48.6
1
62 18:21:09.1 −14:31:48.7 60
18:21:09.1 −14:31:47.8 65
18:21:09.0 −14:31:48.5 57
18:21:09.0 −14:31:47.9 50/53
18:21:09.1 −14:31:48.6 68
18264−1152 18:29:14.4 −11:50:22.4 47 18:29:14.2 −11:50:22.6 45/52
18:29:14.4 −11:50:24.5 61/68/74
18:29:14.3 −11:50:22.5 52
18290−0924 18:31:44.2 −09:22:12.5
1
80 18:31:44.1 −09:22:12.1 88
18306−0835 18:33:23.9 −08:33:31.6 105
18:33:17.1 −08:33:24.3 82
18308−0841 18:33:33.2 −08:39:15.1 69/73/86
18310−0825 18:33:43.8 −08:21:20.5
1
88
18345−0641 18:37:16.9 −06:38:30.4 97
18:37:17.0 −06:38:30.3 94
18372−0541 18:39:55.9 −05:38:45.1 25 18:39:55.9 −05:38:44.1 23
18:39:55.9 −05:38:44.9 24 18:39:55.9 −05:38:44.6 26
18:39:56.0 −05:38:45.9 23
18:39:56.0 −05:38:45.8 18
18385−0521 18:41:13.2 −05:09:00.5 19
18:41:13.2 −05:09:01.0 11
18:41:13.2 −05:09:01.1 26
18:41:13.2 −05:09:01.2 30
18:41:13.2 −05:09:01.3 37
18440−0148 18:46:36.7 −01:45:22.2
1
105
18488+0000 18:51:24.5 00:04:33.7 80
18521+0134 18:54:40.8 01:38:04.5 77
18553+0414 18:57:53.4 04:18:17.4 4
18:57:53.4 04:18:17.3 12
18566+0408 18:59:10.0 04:12:14.7 87/86 18:59:10.0 04:12:15.6 88
18:59:10.0 04:12:14.1 84 18:59:10.0 04:12:15.7 68
18:59:10.0 04:12:14.0 79
only know kinemati distanes for many of the soures,
Tables 3 and 4 list the separations derived for the near
and the far distane, respetively. Table 5 presents the
mean separations; for soures with distane ambiguity we
hoose the near distane for this alulation. Additionally,
a summary of the features whih are, within the observing
auray, assoiated with eah other is given in Table 5.
3.2. Assoiations and (non-)orrelations
Regarding the soures south of delination 20
◦
, whih were
in the observable range of both telesopes (the ATCA and
the VLA), and inluding 19410+2336 and 20126+4104
(EVN and VLA data from Minier et al. 2000a, 2001), in
11 soures both maser types are deteted, in 7 just the
CH3OH masers, and in 6 only the H2O masers. Thus,
∼ 38% of the CH3OH maser soures do not show H2O
maser emission, and ∼ 35% of the H2O maser soures do
assoiation number % mean
[p℄
CH3OH/H2O 10 56 0.02 ±0.03
CH3OH/mm 18 100 0.03 ±0.10
CH3OH/m 3 17 0.19 ±0.03
CH3OH/MIR 11 61 0.13 ±0.10
H2O/mm 22 100 0.03 ±0.10
H2O/m 6 27 0.13 ±0.03
H2O/MIR 13 59 0.09 ±0.10
Table 5. Frequeny of assoiated features within the spa-
tial resolution as given in 3. The third olumn gives the
perentage of assoiations with respet to the total num-
ber of soures where CH3OH or H2O masers were de-
teted. The last olumn presents the mean separations
and their unertainties.
not emit in the CH3OH maser line. This shows that both
maser types ould be powered by similar soures, but that
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nding one does not neessarily imply nding the other as
well. It rather onrms signiant dierenes in the emis-
sion proess as already expeted by the dierent velo-
ity ranges (e.g., Garay & Lizano 1999, Sridharan et al.
2002). As we are dealing with low-number statistis, we
estimate the error by 1/
√
N with N being the number of
soures we are investigating. Thus, the approximate sta-
tistial errors of our analysis are in the 20% range (relative
to the perentages of assoiations and (non-)orrelations.)
In soures with both maser types, the masers seem to be
always assoiated within the auray of 1.5′′, exept for
18151− 1208, the only eld of view where both types are
deteted but in two separate mm ores, 80′′ apart. In on-
trast, in many soures just one of both maser types is
present.
Both maser speies are always found lose to a mm
ore, traed by the dust ontinuum peak, with an aver-
age projeted separation of 0.03 p (Table 5). Considering
the mean spatial separations within star-forming luster
(see 3.1), it is possible that both masers are amplied
by the same powering soure. Interestingly, 6 out of 22
H2O masers (27±5%) are, within the observing auray,
also assoiated with m emission, while only 3 out of 18
CH3OH masers (17 ± 5%) are nearby the m peaks. The
statistial dierene between both maserm assoiations
is only weak. It is quite possible that some of the maser/m
assoiations are even hane alignments due to projetion
eets, but we annot quantify that more preisely. We
note that we do not nd any soure with CH3OH and m
emission without an H2O maser nearby, whereas in three
soures H2O and m peaks are oinident within our a-
uray, but no observed CH3OH maser is found in the
same region. An interesting example, whih illustrates the
dierent maser properties, is 19217+1651: some H2O and
CH3OH features are assoiated with the massive mm ore,
whereas another H2O feature is found near the m soure
approximately 6′′ apart (Figure 1). As the mm data are
from interferometri Plateau de Bure observations (au-
ray 1′′), the separation of the m and mm peaks is real.
The mid-infrared soures stand somewhere between all
the other features. In some ases, they seem to be assoi-
ated with the mm soures and in other objets with the
m soures. The same is observed for their spatial asso-
iations with both maser speies, in some soures their
positions oinide within the observing auray, in oth-
ers they do not. A very peuliar example is 18488+0000,
where an arhetypial ometary ultraompat Hii region
is at the edge of the mm ore, but most surprising, the
mid-infrared soure as well as the H2O maser feature do
not oinide with any of them, but are loated at a small
seondary mm peak that looks insigniant from the mm
point of view (but is still massive, ∼ 400 M⊙ at the near
kinemati distane of ∼ 5 kp, Beuther et al. 2002b).
To get a quantitative understanding of the spatial as-
soiations, we tried to nd orrelations between the lin-
ear separations of the dierent observed traers and other
quantities of our sample (the luminosities, ore masses, H2
olumn densities and densities, as taken from Sridharan et
Figure 2. Zoom into some maser distributions. The tri-
angles show H2O masers and the squares CH3OH masers.
The numbers mark the radial veloities at whih eah fea-
ture emits, and the arrows indiate the overall diretions
of the moleular outows (solid: blue wing, dashed: red
wing) as found by Beuther et al. (2002b). The axes show
the osets in arseonds from the IRAS position.
al. 2002 and Beuther et al. 2002a). We did not nd any
orrelation among all those dierent quantities.
3.3. Internal maser struture
To investigate whether the maser features show linear or
ar-like strutures indiative of spei emission regions
(disks, outows, or expanding shok waves, e.g., Walsh et
al. 1998, Garay & Lizano 1999, Norris 2000, Kylas &
Pavlakis 1999, and Minier et al. 2000a), we foused on the
6 soures for whih we have at least 3 spatially separate
maser features in one or both speies. Outows are ubiq-
uitous features in massive star-forming regions (Sridharan
et al., 2002; Riher et al. , 2000; Churhwell, 2000), there-
fore we additionally present the bipolar outow diretions
found by Beuther et al. (2002b). Figure 2 shows the re-
sults.
Morphologially, one an nd rings, ars or linear
strutures in all ases, even between dierent maser
speies. But none of them has a oherent veloity stru-
ture and therefore annot easily be interpreted in terms of
disks, outows or expanding shok waves. There is also no
obvious orrelation with the outow diretion. With only
one set of observations, it is very diult to interpret these
morphologial and kinemati signatures, but it is well pos-
sible that follow-up observations, and thus proper motion
studies, might be apable of setting better onstraints on
the regions where the maser emission is produed. Suh
studies were suessful in a number of ases, e.g., Alolea
et al. (1992) and Minier et al. (2000b).
4. Disussion
The observations presented in setion 3 onrm that both
maser speies  CH3OH and H2O  are signposts of very
early stages of massive star formation. While 100% of
the maser detetions are learly assoiated with massive
moleular ores traed by mm dust ontinuum emission,
only about 20% are also assoiated with m ontinuum
emission that is indiative of reently ignited, and thus
more evolved stars. These observations onrm results ob-
tained for eah maser speies separately over the last few
years, that CH3OH and H2O masers are signposts of very
early stages of massive star formation, and that both seem
to ease emission soon after the ignition of a entral objet
(e.g., Tofani et al. 1995, Codella et al. 1996, 1997, Walsh
et al. 1998, Minier et al. 2001). Here we show for the rst
time the similarities and dierenes of both maser types
within a onsistent study of a homogenous sample.
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In spite of the small separations around 0.03 p within
many soures, there are lear dierenes between both
maser types. In addition to their large veloity dier-
enes (Sridharan et al., 2002), in approximately 30% of
the soures just one maser speies is found. We do nd a
few soures with nearby H2O maser and m emission, but
not showing CH3OH maser emission. In ontrast, every
soure, where CH3OH maser emission is assoiated with
a m soure, has an H2O maser nearby. This dierene
suggests tentatively that CH3OH maser emission might
be more sensitive to the ignited entral objet, and may
ease emitting in somewhat earlier evolutionary stages
than H2Omaser emission. However, it has to be noted that
ounterexamples exist, e.g, the W3(OH) region, where the
CH3OH masers are assoiated with the ultraompat Hii
region, and the H2O masers are approximately 6
′′
to the
east assoiated with the hot ore W3(H2O). For a sum-
mary of the results in that region see Menten (1996).
CH3OH maser models propose that the maser emis-
sion is produed by radiative pumping in moderately
hot regions (∼ 150 K) with CH3OH olumn densities >
2×1015 m−2 and hydrogen number densities < 108 m−3
(Hartquist et al., 1995; Sobolev et al., 1997; Cragg et al.,
2001). The data presented here as well as other studies
(e.g., Walsh et al. 1997, 1998, Phillips et al. 1998, Minier
et al. 2000a, 2001) indiate that the ignition of a mas-
sive star, and thus the formation of an ultraompat Hii
region, alters these onditions swiftly and stops further
CH3OH maser emission very soon.
In ontrast, H2O maser models mostly explain the
exitation by ollisional pumping with H2 moleules in
shoks assoiated with outows (Elitzur et al., 1989). Suh
ollisional pumping an also our by aretion shoks in
aretion disks (Garay & Lizano, 1999). These proesses
may not depend as strongly on the inuene of the Hii re-
gion as the radiative pumping of the CH3OH maser, and
H2O maser emission might ontinue some time in more
evolved stages of evolution. But obviously, the statistis
of the observations are not suient for a stronger state-
ment.
The perentage of assoiated maser and mid-infrared
soures (∼ 60%) lies in a similar regime as found reently
byWalsh et al. (2001). They propose that the mid-infrared
objets, whih are likely to be embedded luminous proto-
stellar objets, ould be the pumping soures of the maser
sites. This might be true in the assoiated soures of our
sample as well, but the perentage of assoiations learly
shows that detetions in the mid-infrared regime are not
neessary to produe the maser emission. It is possible
that for high obsuration the soures are not detetable
in the mid-infrared  only the maser shows up.
Additionally, we do not nd strong orrelations be-
tween the spatial separations of the dierent observed
quantities and other harateristi quantities of the
soures, e.g., the luminosities, ore masses, olumn den-
sities, and volume densities. Thus, it seems likely that
both maser speies need a similar environment of dense
and warm gas, but that, due to the dierent exitation
proesses (radiative pumping for CH3OH and ollisional
pumping for H2O), no real orrelation exists. Spatial asso-
iations of both maser speies might be just oinidenes
aused by insuient spatial resolution and projetion ef-
fets.
We annot determine aurately in any soure of this
sample whether the maser emission is produed in disks,
outows or shok waves. This stresses that kinemati in-
terpretations of dierent maser features are diult and
not as straightforward as sometimes supposed in the past
(e.g., Garay & Lizano 1999, Norris et al. 1998). CH3OH
and H2O masers are exellent signposts of massive star-
forming regions, but the detailed interpretation of the dif-
ferent kinemati and spatial features has to be treated
with aution. There are denitely ases where the kine-
mati information gives deep insights in speial soures,
e.g., the H2O maser in W3(H2O) (Alolea et al., 1992),
or some of the linear strutures found in CH3OH by, e.g,
Walsh et al. (1998), Minier et al. (2000a), Norris et al.
(1998), and Phillips et al. (1998), but as stressed by Minier
et al. (2000a), proper motions and VLBI observations are
needed to derive onlusive answers for suh soures. We
believe that the approah of kinemati interpretation of
dierent maser features works only in a limited number
of soures with a favorable geometry with respet to the
observer, and then espeially when proper motion obser-
vations are available. With this regard, the data presented
in this paper are a well suited basis for follow-up proper
motion studies of both maser speies. Exept of this, for
most soures, the main and highly important outome of
maser observations in massive star-forming regions is their
harateristis as signposts for high-mass star formation.
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soure CH3OH vLSR H2O vLSR
[J2000.0℄ [km/s℄ [J2000.0℄ [km/s℄
19012+0536 19:03:45.3 05:40:42.8 63
19035+0641 19:06:01.6 06:46:35.9 37/31 19:06:01.6 06:46:36.3 21
19217+1651 19:23:58.9 16:57:41.8 7 19:23:58.5 16:57:41.4 18
19:23:58.8 16:57:41.5 11
19:23:58.8 16:57:41.1 8
19282+1814 19:30:23.0 18:20:27.1 19
19410+2336 19:43:11.3 23:44:03.3
2
27 19:43:11.2 23:44:03.0 27
19:43:11.2 23:44:03.0
2
17 19:43:11.2 23:44:03.1 19
20126+4104 20:14:26.0 41:13:33.4
2
−6 20:14:26.0 41:13:32.6 0
20:14:26.0 41:13:32.7 −8
20293+3952 20:31:12.9 40:03:22.8 2/−28
23033+5951 23:05:25.0 60:08:14.1 −49/−55/−62
23139+5939 23:16:10.3 59:55:28.7 −48/−53
23:16:10.3 59:55:28.6 −44
23:16:10.4 59:55:28.8 −33
23151+5912 23:17:20.8 59:28:47.0 −52
23:17:20.3 59:28:47.3 −69
Table 2. Positions of the CH3OH & H2O maser. For the soures with itation we took the CH3OH maser data from
1
Walsh et al. (1998) and
2
Minier et al. (2000a, 2001).
soure CH3OH/H2O CH3OH/mm CH3OH/m CH3OH/MIR
far near far near far near far near
[
′′
℄ [p℄ [p℄ [
′′
℄ [p℄ [p℄ [
′′
℄ [p℄ [p℄ [
′′
℄ [p℄ [p℄
18089−1732 1.5 0.1 0.03 1.5 0.1 0.03 1.5 0.1 0.03 11 0.69 0.19
18090−1832 0.5 0.02 0.02 0.5 0.02 0.02
18102−1800 4 0.27 0.05 30 2.04 0.38 30 2.04 0.38
18151−1208 80 1.16 0.5 0.01 12 0.16
18182−1433 1 0.06 0.02 1 0.06 0.02 12 0.67 0.26
18264−1152 1 0.06 0.02 1 0.06 0.02 9 0.55 0.15
18290−0924 1 0.05 0.03 2 0.1 0.05 20 1.02 0.51 1 0.05 0.03
18310−0825 4 0.2 0.1 16 0.81 0.40
18345−0641 0.5 0.02 3 0.14
18372−0541 0.5 0.03 0.004 1 0.07 0.01 1 0.07 0.01 1 0.07 0.01
18440−0148 1 0.04 4 0.16
18521+0134 1 0.04 0.02 4 0.18 0.1
18566+0408 1 0.03 1 0.03 1 0.03
19035+0641 0.5 0.01 2 0.02 7 0.08 1 0.01
19217+1651 0.5 0.03 1 0.05 6 0.3 1.5 0.08
19282+1814 1 0.04 0.01 20 0.80 0.18
19410+2336 0.5 0.02 0.01 5 0.16 0.05 1 0.03 0.01 5 0.16 0.05
20126+4104 1 0.01 1 0.01 3 0.03
Table 3. Separations of the CH3OH masers from H2O, mm, m and mid-infrared soures. Far and near values
orrespond to the far and near distane, respetively. For soures without near values, the distane ambiguity is solved
(Sridharan et al., 2002). The unertainty of the CH3OH/H2O olumn is ∼ 1.5′′ and sales with the distanes for the
linear separations. The unertainties of the other olumns are ∼ 5′′, saling with the distanes as well.
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soure H2O/mm H2O/m H2O/MIR
far near far near far near
[
′′
℄ [p℄ [p℄ [
′′
℄ [p℄ [p℄ [
′′
℄ [p℄ [p℄
05358+3543 2 0.02 3 0.03
18089−1732 0.5 0.03 0.01 0.5 0.03 0.01 10 0.63 0.18
18151−1208 0.5 0.01
18182−1433 1 0.06 0.02 12 0.67 0.26
18264−1152 1 0.06 0.02 7 0.67 0.26
18290−0924 2 0.1 0.01 20 1.02 0.51 1 0.05 0.03
18306−0835 0.5 0.03 0.01 12 0.62 0.29 12 0.62 0.29
18308−0841 4 0.2 0.1 7 0.36 0.17
18372−0541 1 0.07 0.01 1 0.07 0.01 1 0.07 0.01
18385−0512 1 0.06 0.01 3 0.19 0.03 1 0.06 0.01
18488+0000 4 0.17 0.11 20 0.89 0.54 3 0.13 0.08
18553+0414 1 0.06 0.003 18 1.13 0.05 3 0.19 0.01
18566+0408 0.5 0.02 1 0.02
19012+0536 0.5 0.02 0.01 7 0.29 0.16
19035+0641 2 0.02 7 0.08 1 0.01
19217+1651 1 0.05 6/1 0.3/0.05 2 0.1
19410+2336 5 0.16 0.05 1 0.03 0.01 5 0.16 0.05
20126+4104 2 0.16 2 0.16
20293+3952 2 0.19 0.13 18 0.18 0.11 22 0.21 0.14
23033+5951 1 0.02 1.5 0.03 4 0.07
23139+5939 1 0.02 1 0.02 0.5 0.01
23151+5912 1.5 0.04 7 0.19
Table 4. Separations of the H2O masers from mm, m and mid-infrared soures. Far and near values orrespond to
the far and near distane, respetively. For soures without near values, the distane ambiguity is solved (Sridharan
et al., 2002). The unertainties are ∼ 5′′, saling with the distanes for the linear separations.
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